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QUESTION 1

A Security Engineer is setting up an AWS CloudTrail trail for all regions in an AWS account. For added security, the logs
are stored using server-side encryption with AWS KMS-managed keys (SSE-KMS) and have log integrity validation
enabled. 

While testing the solution, the Security Engineer discovers that the digest files are readable, but the log files are not.
What is the MOST likely cause? 

A. The log files fail integrity validation and automatically are marked as unavailable. 

B. The KMS key policy does not grant the Security Engineer\\'s IAM user or role permissions to decrypt with it. 

C. The bucket is set up to use server-side encryption with Amazon S3-managed keys (SSE-S3) as the default and does
not allow SSE-KMS-encrypted files. 

D. An IAM policy applicable to the Security Engineer\\'s IAM user or role denies access to the "CloudTrail/" prefix in the
Amazon S3 bucket 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A Security Administrator has a website hosted in Amazon S3. The Administrator has been given the following
requirements: 

Users may access the website by using an Amazon CloudFront distribution. Users may not access the website directly
by using an Amazon S3 URL. 

Which configurations will support these requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Associate an origin access identity with the CloudFront distribution. 

B. Implement a "Principal": "cloudfront.amazonaws.com" condition in the S3 bucket policy. 

C. Modify the S3 bucket permissions so that only the origin access identity can access the bucket contents. 

D. Implement security groups so that the S3 bucket can be accessed only by using the intended CloudFront
distribution. 

E. Configure the S3 bucket policy so that it is accessible only through VPC endpoints, and place the CloudFront
distribution into the specified VPC. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Your team is experimenting with the API gateway service for an application. There is a need to implement a custom
module which can be used for authentication/authorization for calls made to the API gateway. How can this be
achieved? 
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Please select: 

A. Use the request parameters for authorization 

B. Use a Lambda authorizer 

C. Use the gateway authorizer 

D. Use CORS on the API gateway 

Correct Answer: B 

The AWS Documentation mentions the following An Amazon API Gateway Lambda authorizer (formerly known as a
custom authorize?) is a Lambda function that you provide to control access to your API methods. A Lambda authorizer
uses bearer token authentication strategies, such as OAuth or SAML. It can also use information described by headers,
paths, query strings, stage variables, or context variables request parameters. Options A,C and D are invalid because
these cannot be used if you need a custom authentication/authorization for calls made to the API gateway For more
information on using the API gateway Lambda authorizer please visit the URL:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/apisateway/latest/developerguide/apieateway-use-lambda-authorizer.htmll The correct
answer is: Use a Lambda authorizer 

 

QUESTION 4

An application has been written that publishes custom metrics to Amazon CloudWatch. Recently, IAM changes have
been made on the account and the metrics are no longer being reported. 

Which of the following is the LEAST permissive solution that will allow the metrics to be delivered? 

A. Add a statement to the IAM policy used by the application to allow logs:putLogEvents and logs:createLogStream 

B. Modify the IAM role used by the application by adding the CloudWatchFullAccess managed policy. 

C. Add a statement to the IAM policy used by the application to allow cloudwatch:putMetricData. 

D. Add a trust relationship to the IAM role used by the application for cloudwatch.amazonaws.com. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/permissions-reference-cw.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A Security Engineer receives alerts that an Amazon EC2 instance on a public subnet is under an SFTP brute force
attack from a specific IP address, which is a known malicious bot. What should the Security Engineer do to block the
malicious bot? 

A. Add a deny rule to the public VPC security group to block the malicious IP 

B. Add the malicious IP to AWS WAF backhsted IPs 

C. Configure Linux iptables or Windows Firewall to block any traffic from the malicious IP D. Modify the hosted zone in
Amazon Route 53 and create a DNS sinkhole for the malicious IP 
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Correct Answer: D 
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